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Abstract. The objective of this article is to move a step forward towards the 

general knowledge about how to manage supply chain risks by developing a 

theoretical risk index using exposure analysis. Two questions "why logistics 

systems are exposed to risks? to which type of risk, a supply chain organization 

is exposed to?" have to be raised and investigated. The answers to these 

questions will be used as a basis for the risk index methodology, which allows 

organizations to assess their exposure level and also to identify which type of 

risk they need to deal with it. The results of previous step will be computed into 

a supply chain risk index. To achieve our objective, the article is organized as 

follows: section 2 provides a brief literature review to position the proposed 

model against other existing theoretical models. Section 3 provides the 

methodology used to develop our approach. Section 4 presents the conclusion, 

limitations and future research.   

Keywords: supply chain risk, exposure supply chain trends, probability of 

occurrence, disruptive events, hazard. 

1   Introduction 

According to [1], different types of disruptions are threaten supply chain causing 

several financial losses. Thus protecting supply chains and making them less 

vulnerable to different types of disruptions have become one of the main priorities for 

both researchers [5-10] and practitioners (Resilience Report 2012, 2013 and 2015, 

Generix Group 2015, Accenture 2014, etc.), where there is a common consensus 

about the need to determine the causing factors of supply chain susceptibility to risks 

and the their occurrence impacts [1-4].  The attempts to give answers to these basic 

questions have been the topic of years of research and experiments, resulting in a 

plethora of tools, methods and practices that deal with different issues related to supply 

chain risks [3]. The need for an effective approach to manage supply chain risks seems 

apparent. [11-14] highlight that the search for a mitigation strategy or solution required 

first and foremost a clear understanding of what the supply chain risk concept means, 

which still missing in the literature review [3][14]. According to the authors, “the real 

challenge in the field of supply chain risk management is still the quantification and 
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modeling of supply chain risk".  For instance, [16-17] characterize supply chain risk 

by the combination of three terms: consequence, vulnerability and disruptive events; 

where consequence is the maximum possible loss, vulnerability is the potential 

exposure of supply chain to potential disruptive events scenarios and disruptive event 

is the possibility of occurrence per time frame. Moreover, [18] highlight the important 

for of  disruptions detection for defining effective risk management practices. 

Following the same line of thinking, [19] emphasize the significance of disruption 

detection using a manufacturer case study by integrating this dimension, "detection" 

into occurrence models to calculate the duration of a risk event. The results of this 

study prove that in large supply chains it may be challenging to detect the occurrence 

of a risk event. According to this study, it had taken the manufacturer several weeks to 

discover the source of the disruptions and to estimate their likelihood and their 

impacts, which resulted in a loss of market share to competitors. As a result, the 

authors suggest that academics and practitioners need to invest more in discovering 

and developing more appropriate dimensions to assess supply chain risks and to 

develop new approaches to manage the critical risks [20]. Although that the domain 

of supply chain risk management extend to 30 years, the quantification and 

computation frameworks of supply chain risk are just beginning to emerge and more 

research progress is expected to be made in the future research[21]. [22-25] believe 

that supply chain characteristics need to be considered when assessing and measuring 

supply chain risks to guarantee the accuracy of developed risk measurement methods. 

[26]underline that risk cannot be measured without taking into account the supply 

chain exposure level and the safety measures applied. And these latter are changeable 

and depend on both risk type and supply chain characteristics. [27] suggest that 

identifying risk factors and most exposed or vulnerable component within supply 

chain is a crucial sub-problem of a general risk management process. Therefore, there 

is a need for additional analysis of causing path of supply chain risks to capture the 

impact of supply chain on risk dimensions. 

Informed by the above critical aspects of this issue, this article proposes an 

comprehensive essay to estimate supply chain risk occurrence based on exposure 

analysis. We extend the general risk quantification model to propose a broader 

quantification approach focusing on probability perspective. We assume that supply 

chain risk  is  defined  with  regard  to  two  perspectives,  the causal aspect and the 

consequence one. In this article, we focus on the causality perspective of supply chain 

risks: How supply chain risk is generated? and we model Risk probability as a 

function of exposure factors and the occurrence of one or a set of disruptive events. 

To reveal the reasons and to describe the method to incorporate exposure factors 

into the probability quantification of supply chain risk formula, this paper is organized 

as follows: after the introduction, section 2 presents an overview of the most common 

frameworks of supply chain risks from the probability perspective. Section 3 

discusses a conceptual model to include exposure in the supply chain risk occurrence 

analysis. Section 4 details the conclusions, limitations, and future directions regarding 

our conceptual model. 
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2. Research Background 

According to [28-30], a huge variety of works with diversified themes and approaches 

have been developed to define supply chain risks. And this can be explained by the 

nature of risk that is inherent from the concept of life. It implicitly reflects the 

complexity, instability and diversity of managerial interactions. As a result, no 

universally accepted definition of supply chain risk exists [31-32]. However, whereas 

specific definitions of risk might vary, a few characteristics are common to all 

definitions, which are : the probability of occurrence of a particular disruptive event, 

hazard or negative outcome and the consequence of the particular disruptive event, 

hazard or negative outcome  if it is occurring. [33] confirm that risk  management  

strategy or method needs  to  address all  three  dimensions  to effectively manage 

supply chain risk. This could explain why 67 % scientific articles define supply chain 

risk as a measure of the likelihood (probability) that unexpected disruptive event(s) 

will cause negatives impacts or losses to supply chain performance [13]. Different 

terms are often used synonymously to refer to these events, such as risk drivers, risk 

trigger, hazard, risk sources [38], disturbance or conditions that leads to the 

occurrence of a risk. To avoid confusion in the terminologies used, "disruptive event" 

will be used for the rest of this article. These events could be considered as one of the 

characteristics of the underlying supply chain as well as an external driver from 

supply chain environment. The likelihood of a disruptive event is specified by the 

probability of occurrence, which has been considered as the central aspect of risk 

perception in most research areas and the core of various definitions developed in the 

context of supply chain risk management [3]. Thus assessing supply chain risks 

consequences merely requires the definition of the disruptive events occurrence and 

then, the estimation of their occurrence probability and then their possible effect on 

supply chain objectives [34-35]. However, these events have been always considered 

as distinct from the characteristics of supply chain although that [21] and [24] 

highlight the need to consider these characteristics when modeling and assessing 

supply chain risk. To summarize, all previous frameworks have often attach slightly 

different meanings of supply chain risk upon the context in which it is viewed [12-

13]. The notion of explicitly establishing the context in which supply chain risk is 

evaluated to ensure that appropriate measures and interpretations are made. This 

context is referred to it as exposure factors.  There is a need to understand the causal 

factors leading to the occurrence of Supply Chain Risk, related to the identification 

and the estimation of trigging events and the manner in which they lead to different 

types of risks. In order to address the problematic identified, a general theoretical risk 

exposure estimation model is developed in section 3. 

3. Research Methodology 

The results of the previous section emphasis that events are one of the important 

ingredients to understand the occurrence process. However, the transformation 

mechanisms of these events to potential supply chain risks is missing in the literature 

review. Probability of disruptive events (fire, natural disasters, etc) is a risk metric 
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that only quantifies uncertainty. It does not address the supply chain exposure to these 

events and its consequences, which depends upon the extent to which a supply chain 

is susceptible to a specific or unspecific risk events. These hazardous events may be 

potentially harmful to supply chain process, activities, flows, and organizations but 

also to the entire network, which are all grouped together under the term Elements-at-

risk or assets. According to the survey's results published by [39-40] the frequency of 

the disruptive events is increasing. The results have underlined that there is nearly 

1500 disruptive events threaten supply chain each year [40. pp.3-4] and 49.9% of 

companies have experienced supply chain disruptive events during 2016. These 

statistics prove that not all supply chain organisations are exposed neither to the same 

level and nor to the same type of disruptive events. As a result, it is becomes crucial 

for a company to determine whether it is truly exposed to any of the possible risks or 

hazards that exist. It becomes important to know whether its perception of exposure is 

adequate with the risk level (sets of likelihoods multiplied by impacts) that can be 

anticipated. As organizations are not vulnerable to every possible risk that may exist, 

it is a real concern to be able to define the level of risk susceptibility or exposure. The 

ability to deal with (and over time adapt to) various risk factors is an important 

element for continued existence, placed after their possibility of detection and 

evaluation. As a result, exposure to risk has been highlighted by several researchers in 

the field of supply chain risk management. [33] defined it as "the susceptibility to 

risks". According to [5] and [38] each supply chain organization is “exposed” to 

unforeseen disruptive events caused by unexpected changes in its environment. These 

changes are referred to them as potential risk factors. e.g. political instability, strikes 

which have been considered as a potential risk factors. Hence, researchers defined the 

risk exposure as "the measure of the sensitivity of a firm’s to fluctuations in the 

relevant risk factor that could affect a firms continuity"[36-37]. The term exposure is 

used to indicate those elements-at-risk that are subject to potential losses.  Then, 

exposure describes the characteristics of an asset or a supply chain that make it 

vulnerable to the negative effects of a disruptive events [22]. Following the work of 

[41], supply chain risk occurrence is a combination of an action (disruptive events) 

and condition (SC characteristics) that could leads to negative impacts[15]. The 

authors [15] considers that all type of risk are triggered by a disruptive events (which 

have been considered as the active component of risk) and a set of conditions (supply 

chain characteristics). Without these two previous elements or dimensions, risk 

doesn't exist.  Following this logic of thinking, we model Risk probability as a 

function of exposure factors and the occurrence of disruptive events (see Fig.1).  

 

Fig. 1. Proposed model. 
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Supply chain risk occurrence is not only a conceptual model as it had been 

described in Fig.1. It can also be actually calculated. A general risk function is 

introduced to compute the risk occurrence probability as a function of : 

1. The occurrence  of disruptive events reflects the number of times a particular 

type of event happens over a period of time. It can be modeled using a Poisson 

distribution with the assumption that events are not correlated, as follow :  

 

(1) 

2. The amount of exposure factors that characterize supply chain. [15] , [25] 

and [39] highlight that supply chain trends are considered as exposure factors that 

could leads to potential risks. [31] use Normal Accident Theory to investigate how 

supply chain trends leads to increase the level of exposure to risks. The results of their 

study demonstrate that certain supply chain practices comprise certain exposure 

factors that increase the probability of supply chain risk occurrence. Let us assume 

that there are (n) trends applied for company (j) where the relative importance weight 

for (i) managerial trend (tij) is measured by (wij). As the result, the total number of 

trends applied in company (j) is modeled by the equation (1). Each applied trend 

cause a set of exposure factors. As a result, potential exposure (PE) equation for a 

specific company (j)  could be modelled as follow : 

 
 

3. As a result, the first equation need to be adjust it basing on this assumption, 

to compute the new occurrence probability of supply chain risk and will help 

understanding its causal pathway. To compute the new index, different scenarios need 

to be considered. A definition of a risk scenario includes a combination of a set of 

disruptive events and a selected number of exposure factors to determine the potential 

causal links between them. These scenarios will be defined basing on experts 

judgement and historical data and ranged between 0 (no risk) and 1(risk is occurring). 

 
Fig. 2. Scenario Development. 
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The result of described methodology is "a set of causal matrix and initial 

hypotheses about the structure of the causal chain of supply chain risks which must 

then be tested. The matrix can offer two forms of assistance in dealing with 

multifarious supply chain risks. Then the new probability occurrence for each risk 

could be then calculated as follow  

 
 

 

4. Conclusion 

 
Managing supply chain risk is becomes today one of the most important issue for both 

academics and practitioners. However, to effective deal with risks and mitigate its 

impacts, a need to understand and to define the potential risks threaten supply chain. 

Probability approach has been widely used to address this need. Although that several 

researchers have emphasis the need to develop other alternatives that could taking 

into account the risk dimensions in side and the supply chain characteristic in other 

side. Trying to address the need, a new attempt has been developed basing in the  

exposure analysis . We present a first essay to quantify the probability of occurrence 

of supply chain risk considering the supply chain characteristics through the exposure 

analysis. The first step was to understand the measurement and the assessment 

approach of supply chain risks probability. Then in second step, the identification of 

the exposure factors was carried out. The results of this step has reveal that 

managerial trends applied increase the level of exposure to supply chain risks through 

a set of factors. These latter, combined with the probability of disruptive events are 

computed to develop a new risk probability index. The Poisson distribution was used 

in this research to quantify the occurrence probability of potential disruptive events. 

Then, we integrate an estimated exposure index into the calculated probability to give 

more accurate index of supply chain risks occurrence.   

The developed approach is a work in progress. Future evaluation and experimental 

analysis are expected. 
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